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My Teaching Philosophy:
“Learning should not only take us somewhere; it should allow us later to go further…” (Bruner, J. 1996). In my 
opinion no truer words have been spoken regarding education. My philosophy of education parallels Bruner in that I 
believe it should include desired out comes or objectives, but it should also be readily applicable to other spheres. 
By imparting skills and information to students we provide only cursory knowledge but when we challenge the 
students to take that knowledge and apply that to tangible real world problems we foster understanding. While my 
teaching objectives vary, depending upon the course level and content, this philosophy serves to frame my practice.

In designing course content and assessment tools, I strive to elicit student engagement to challenge their knowledge 
and biases in the pursuit of understanding. Classroom instruction generally includes a PowerPoint presentation / 
lecture of my own design that provides periodic prompts for in depth discussion. I strive to use examples and ideas 
from their world and use that to connect to the course material. These lectures are later complimented by creative 
exercises for stimulating further class discussion, which in some cases are augmented by guest speakers, films, 
music, and museum tours that relate to the particular topic in question.



About this Student Portfolio:
The following portfolio features student work samples from the 
subject matters I teach, specifically Advertising, Marketing and 
Graphic Design. Some content has been modified to fit this 
presentation.

For more:
To view the complete list of classes I teach (along with sample 
syllabi), and to view my personal work in art and design please use 
the drop down menus under the Education and Design tabs above.
And now on with the show!





Class: Advertising Design

Assignment Brief: Profile two different companies and create advertising materials that reflect their place in the 
market and that may also suggest some creative alternatives. 

Requirements: You may choose to include any 3 of the following;
• Print Ads
• Flyers
• Direct Mailers
• Bill Boards
• Social Media banners and pop ads
• Television and radio spots
• Informercial
• Promotional materials and items



Advertising Design 
Case Study by Katrina Joyce

Companies Profiled 
• Morning Star Farms 
• Yuengling
Advertising Mix Created
• Print Ads
• Flyers
• Direct Mailers
• Bill Boards
• Television and radio spots

Notes: Katrina was able to accurately  identify the target market 
and direction of the companies she chose. Using this information 
she successfully  proposed a new direction that is on brand 
graphically and addresses a new focus verbally.



Newspaper Ad

The objective of this campaign was to introduce Morning 
Star Farms to a new target audience in the Netherlands, 
promoting their vegetarian products as meat alternatives 
for use in traditional Dutch recipes.

Store Flyer

This series of print advertisements demonstrates the 
simplicity of making more sustainable dietary choices and is 
designed as either a stand alone or for inclusion of take 
away items.

Morning Star Farms: Meat meet…



Magazine Ad

The magazine ad functions to 

further promote the 

Morning Star Farms brand to 

a new target audience in the 

Netherlands, promoting their 

vegetarian products as meat 

alternatives for use in 

traditional Dutch recipes. It 

would be featured in popular 

Dutch lifestyle magazines 

and provides opportunities 

for co-marketing

Morning Star Farms: Meat meet…



Magazine Spread

In celebration of a lifetime of lager, this campaign reinforces 
Yuengling's ongoing legacy as America's Oldest Brewery and 
features classic straightforward product shots.

Billboard

Throughout its 189-year tenure, Yuengling has remained 
dedicated to its loyal customers. Their signature formula has 
been enjoyed by generations young and old alike.

Yuengling: Traditional Lager Fresh from America’s Oldest Brewery



15 minute TV Spot
From the brewery to the bar, Yuengling remains a fond favorite of traditional craft beer connoisseurs.

Yuengling: Traditional Lager Fresh from America’s Oldest Brewery





Class: Graphic Communications in Fashion 2

Assignment Brief: Using your newly developed skills in both Photoshop and Illustrator you are to develop a self 
promotional portfolio power point based presentation that will be used as part of your portfolio upon graduation 
and that will serve to inform your online presence. You must create all of the graphic content using Photoshop and 
Illustrator. Evidence must be provided of connections to identified skill sets for careers goals through the inclusion of 
projects completed during your time at school.

Requirements:
• 25 slide minimum
• You must create a minimum of 25 graphics (all graphic content must be created using Photoshop & Illustrator)
• Slide show must include body copy
• You must feature abstracted content from various classes that point to identified skills based on your career 

research and job titled chosen
• Your presentation must suggest a clear graphic theme



Notes: Danielle mentioned she liked the ”retro” photo look of some of my work. We worked together to give her self-promotional 
show a “vintagey feel”. I think this approach really portrays both her interests and personal aesthetic and yet at the same time allows 
perspective employers to see both her technical abilities and creativity.

Student: Danielle Fata









Class: Typography 1

Assignment Brief: You are to develop a series of 3 or more posters that reflect a particular time period. They can be 
either for an existing event, simply to reflect a time period or something of your own design.

Requirements:
• Your time period must be evident through color choice, type font and general design methodology
• You must stick to an 8.5 X 11 letter format using a vertical orientation.
• All content must be created in Illustrator
• During your presentation to the class you must accurately identify the time period you were referencing and 

offer up the designers and art work that inspired you.



Notes: I was purposefully vague about this project and I challenged the students to draw from their art history classes to 
create a series of posters that captured the essence of a time period in design. I think Dominic’s solutions were great for a 2nd

semester student!.

Student: Dominic Houghton



Class: Digital Illustration

Assignment Brief: You are to develop a power point based presentation on any topic of interest. You must create all 
of the graphic content using Illustrator. (Think of this like a report with visual content created in Illustrator)

Requirements:
• 10 slide minimum
• You must create a minimum of 10 graphics (all graphic content must be created using Illustrator)
• Slide show must include body copy
• You must save all work to a USB thumb drive
• You must present me with a black and white bound copy of your program on the final week the

project is due (I do this in case your electronic version doesn’t work for some reason there by
giving me something to grade)

• You must organize your files using a file nesting scheme as indicated on the final handout



Notes: Jacqueline became interested in product illustration as a result of taking this class. Her images, though seemingly 
random, were really about exploring the many techniques covered in class.

Student: Jacqueline Fisher 



Class: Product Design

Assignment Brief: You are to create a family of products that combine elements of your own design as well as the 
logos and and images used by that particular company and or product type. 

Requirements: Careful attention must be paid to including all of the needed information which may include;
• Bar codes
• UPC symbols
• Trademarks
• Additional logos of parent companies and or associated
• Price points
• Nutritional information (properly formatted)
• Recycling symbols
• Disclaimers



Notes: Paula was interested in reimagining the DVDs she grew up with as a child and adding her own spin on them as part of her 
package design project. She told me that she kept them because she loved the graphics more than the shows themselves!

Student: Paula Ramsey



Class: Information Design

Assignment Brief: Create a new parking kiosk experience for the Philadelphia Parking Authority to include a new 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) and physical kiosk. Using a combination of information from interviews with end users 
and independent research you are to redesign the parking kiosk for the City of Philadelphia. The goal is to address 
the act of purchasing time for parking via the GUI as well as create a unique distinctive kiosk

Requirements:
• Philadelphia Parking Authority logo
• 3 Dimensional representation of your kiosk to scale *(how could you improve the current kiosk? Could it be 

prettier, bigger, smaller, etc?)
• Linear / Sequential breakdown of steps for using your GUI (think something like a story board here)
• Your GUI solution must include the option for both cash and credit



Philadelphia
Parking Kiosk
by Kira Griffin

Notes: Kira, as a commuter to Philadelphia herself, had first hand 
experience with the many difficulties with parking in Center City. Her 
project offers a strong solution to this problem based on both fist hand 
experience and solid research.



Overview

Parking is one of the headaches 
when coming into the city. There are 
options like public transportation but 
sometimes that isn’t an option. The city 
has parking meters around but there 
are obvious issues with how parking 
works within Philadelphia.

Whether it’s in a garage, meter, 
kiosk parking isn’t easy to decipher. 
Through this I’m hoping to find a 
solution for this headache that tends to 
ruin our day and waste our time.



Some problems with the current design

01 Can’t find them easily
The green parking kiosks around the city aren’t clear and presented in a way that 
is easy for people to understand quickly. You’ll see them standing there for a few 
minutes trying to understand where to even start. 

02

03

Hard to understand
The layout of the design of most of the kiosks are aren’t clear. Payment can be on 
opposite sides of each other, cash on the right and cards on the left sometimes 
with coin in another area. How it even functions gets confusing.

Out dated
The appearance of many of the machines are still using a green bit screen that 
shows its age. It is not easy to see it clearly from the level it has been placed for 
those taller. It can even get lost in translation for those who are color blind.



Objective

Coming up with a new idea and layout 
for the design and functionality of the kiosks 
for parking within Philadelphia. Making it 
easier and faster for people to understand 
no matter where they are from. Using 
universal symbols will help guide people 
that visit our city internationally or just out 
of town.



Design Factors

01 Colors
Needs to be readable but also useable for 
those who are colorblind.

02 Size
Needs to be tall for those who are 6+ but 
short enough for those who are wheelchair 
accessible.

03 Visibility
Having a landmark symbol or icon that helps 
direct people to the kiosk.



Inspiration

I was attracted to this screen that is from a 
McDonald's. They have a large screen that is easy 
to read with their large display. By using a touch 
screen it removes physical buttons that can wear 
easier over time. With today’s new styling of 
phones it will also give an easier way to move 
through the system with something familiar.

The payment is all there at the bottom under 
the screen. 95% of the information is going to be 
on the screen.

The last image which does not  come from 
McDonalds is a parking kiosk that uses the 
payment through mobile paying. 



Height

Trucks is one of the largest 
problems when it comes to finding 
the kiosk. They block the view of 
anyone driving by and with low cars 
it’s difficult to look while driving to 
see past them. The max height in PA is 
13 feet 6 inches for commercial 
trucks. Chestnut street is well lit at 
night but they are too short for the 
idea of having a banner but could still 
have solar power on the top since it 
will be so tall to stand out.



Design

It’s beyond difficult to find one of the parking kiosks 
when a huge truck is in front of it. I didn’t realize there 
were meters there unless there’s nothing blocking my view 
but even then the color just blends in. I wanted it to be tall 
and stand out. Many of the poles around Chestnut street is 
a dark green. I believe with the blue it can stand out. The 
height of the machine will still be blocked by trucks but 
with the pole it will be easier to find. One of my original 
ideas was to have it on a light post but the city light posts 
are pretty short but they have taller posts with banners 
advertising certain events going on around the city. I 
wanted to add the same idea to the pole kiosk where it can 
be seen a block away. It’s still pretty short compared next 
to a 6 foot person but I think with the screen being this 
large it’ll be easier for them and payment is at waist height



Interface
Some other inspiration for the GUI are cell phones. Many are touch screen without physical buttons. I kept the bottom 
portion of the machine basic with cash, coin, card style minus I added phone pay. Some food vending machines and 
stores have been adding this kind of payment. It’s less to carry around, phones are taking over as our wallet.



Interface
The menu is simple and has an option to change the screen size encase it’s too large for others. During coding class we fit 
our websites to different size screens and I wanted to make this easier if it has a mobile app to shrink down.
Philadelphia is an international city with people visiting that don’t speak just English.


